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High Energy Physics 
Committee

• To draw a grand picture of future HEP in 
Japan, they are studying future projects.

• Sent questions to JLC, SuperB, Neutrino, K 
experiments

• Expecting answers by end of August and 
presentation at JPS meeting in September



Questions from HEP 
Committee on K

• Questions from Nishikawa & Sumiyoshi

• Overall strategy at J-Parc

• Questions on KL->pi0nn, K+->pi+nn, T-
violation, ...

• Physics

• Experimental techniques and strategies



Physics questions on 
KL->pi0nn

• How many events are necessary to 
determine the Unitarity Triangle?  Can you 
compete with B experiments?

• sin2beta : What is the contribution from J-
Parc when it is measured by Belle, BTeV, 
LHC-B, and KOPIO?

• What are the examples of New Physics that 
are not found by B-factories and LHC, but 
in KL->pi0nn?



Answers are in...

• “Waiting for Precise Measurements of K+-
>pi+nn and KL->pi0nn”
by A.J.Buras, F.Schwab, and S.Uhlig,
hep-ph/0405132

• and references therein



B scenarios

now Bfactories LHCB

beta 23.7±2.1 23.5±1.0 ±0.5

gamma 63.0±6.0 ±5.0 ±2.0

eta 0.354±0.027 0.340±0.009 0.358±0.007

rho 0.187±0.059 0.209±0.017 0.182±0.011



K scenarios

K-I (2010) K-II (beyond)

B(K+)/1E-11 8.0±0.8 8.0±0.4

B(KL)/1E-11 3.0±0.3 3.0±0.15

mt(GeV) 168±3 168±1



B vs K

Bfact. LHCB K-I K-II

Im
Vts*Vtd
/1E-4

1.35
±0.05

1.42
±0.04

1.39
±0.08

1.39
±0.04

eta 0.340
±0.009

0.358
±0.007

0.351
±0.022

0.351
±0.011



K experiments on SM

• 10% BR measurements have errors ~x2 of 
LHCB

• 5% BR measurements ~ LHCB

• Should aim for ~400 events



Beyond SM
• Model independent short distance function

X = |X|eiθX

from the SM expectations with most spectacular effects found precisely in the K → πνν̄

system. These effects should easily be identified once the data improve.

On the other hand the scenarios with complex phases in B0
d − B̄0

d mixing have been

considered in many papers with the subset of references given in [75, 77, 91, 92]. Most

recently this scenario has been discussed in [93].

In what follows, we will first briefly review the results for K+ → π+νν̄ and KL → π0νν̄

obtained in [27, 28], that were motivated by the B → πK data. Subsequently, we will

discuss the implications of this scenario for the K → πνν̄ complex independently of the

B → πK system.

Next we will consider scenarios with new physics present only in B0
d − B̄0

d mixing and

the function X as in the SM. Here the impact on Br(K+ → π+νν̄) and Br(KL → π0νν̄)

comes only through modified values of the CKM parameters but, as we will see below,

this impact is rather interesting.

Finally we will consider a hybrid scenario with new physics entering both K → πνν̄

decays and B0
d − B̄0

d mixing. In this discussion the (Rb, γ) strategy for the determination

of the UT will play a very important role.

6.2 A Large New CP-Violating Phase θX

In this scenario the function X becomes a complex quantity [30], as given in (1.7), with

θX being a new complex phase that originates primarily from new physics contributions

to the Z0-penguin diagrams. An explicit realization of such extension of the SM will be

discussed in Section 7. In what follows it will be useful to define the following combination

of weak phases,

βX ≡ β − βs − θX , (6.2)

that generalizes βeff to the scenario considered.

Imposing the upper bound on the size of Z0 penguins from the BaBar and Belle data

on B → Xsµ+µ− [94], and taking into account the data on B → ππ and B → πK

decays, one finds [27, 28]

|X| = 2.17 ± 0.12, θX = −(86 ± 12)◦, βX = (111 ± 12)◦, (6.3)

to be compared with X = 1.53 ± 0.04 and βeff = (24.5 ± 2.0)◦ in the SM. While |X|
is only enhanced by a factor of 1.5, the presence of the large new CP violating phase

has spectacular implications on the pattern of K → πνν̄ decays. Clearly, in view of

significant experimental uncertainties in B → ππ, B → πK and B → Xsµ+µ−, that

led to (6.3), it is difficult to attach any high confidence level to these results but it is

legitimate and certainly interesting to take them seriously and to analyze them.
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Figure 6: Br(K+ → π+νν̄) as a function of Br(KL → π0νν̄) for various values of βX

[28]. The dotted horizontal lines indicate the lower part of the experimental range (1.4)

and the grey area the SM prediction. We also show the bound in (5.4).

For the central values of P̄c(X) and B2 found here the bound corresponds to βX = 107.3◦.

As only cot βX and not βX is directly determined by the values of the branching ratios

in question, the angle βX is determined only up to discrete ambiguities, seen already in

Fig. 6. These ambiguities can be resolved by considering simultaneously other quantities

discussed in [28].

Finally, we would like to emphasize one important feature of the correlation between

B → πK decays and K → πνν̄ decays pointed out in [27, 28]. The huge enhancement of

Br(KL → π0νν̄) and only a small impact on Br(K+ → π+νν̄) is related to θX < 0 that

is required by the present B → πK data. This is directly a consequence of the negative

sign of the phase φ in the EW sector of the B → πK system. For φ > 0 and θX > 0

one would find βX < β and a suppression of Br(KL → π0νν̄) with Br(K+ → π+νν̄)

substantially enhanced.

6.3 General Discussion of θX and |X|

Clearly the data on B → ππ and B → πK could change in the future implying different

set of the values than given in (6.3). In view of the data on B → Xsµ+µ−, it is rather

unlikely that |X| could be larger than given in (6.3). In what follows we will then assume

that

1.25 ≤ |X| ≤ 2.25, −90◦ ≤ θX ≤ 90◦. (6.13)
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Various models

• Minimum Supersymmetric Model

• 1/2 < BR(MSSM)/BR(SM) < 1

• General Supersymmetric Model

• BR(SSM)/BR(SM) < 10, ...

• Extra dimensions, lepton flavor mixing, ...

• new complex phase (B->pi K)



BSM in B

•                         

•  clean but very difficult

•  

• clean, but 10% at best

B → Xs,dνν̄

B → Xs,dγ, and B → Xs,dl
+l−



Summary

• SM Unitarity Triangle

• ~400 events (5%) to compete with LHCB

• Beyond SM

• Difference from B and others

• still the best accuracy


